ONE STEP FROM HEAVEN 4
SYNOPSIS OF EPISODES

EPISODE 1-2
There are two new arrivals in the village of San Candido- Francesco Neri, the new commander
of the forestry corps, and Emma, a young ethologist who has come to work on a wolf
conservation project. Vincenzo and Eva are now an official couple. Eva tries with difficulty to
carry out her bed and breakfast project, but the arrival of the rap star Fedez in San Candido,
who has come specifically to see Eva, changes everything. The police and the forestry corps
are alarmed by the disappearance of two young women, one of which is found in a field, tied up
and wearing a Krampus mask.
EPISODE 3
While a young woman on vacation in San Candido is found close to death, Francesco tries to
warn Livia about the dangerous spiritual director Albert Kross. Vincenzo meets Cristina,
Huber’s sister, who has come to San Candido to finalize her wedding plans.
EPISODE 4
Francesco is taken hostage by three drug traffickers found high up in the mountains after a
fortunate plane landing. Things get even more complicated when Emma gets involved.
Meanwhile, Vincenzo is busy helping Cristina seek revenge on Hans, the man who practically
left her at the altar, and must face his suspicion that Eva is cheating on him with Fedez. .
EPISODE 5
Francesco finds himself personally in the middle of an investigation, accused by the police for
having attached a woman already close to death. Even Emma has some doubts to his
innocence. Vincenzo, to save his relationship with Eva, is ready to cause her contract with
Fedez to fall through and Cristina gives him a hand.
EPISODE 6
A peaceful doctor from San Candido is abducted. Francesco is sure the abductor is a
professional from the way he moves with military expertise. Meanwhile, Vincenzo’s mother
arrives in San Candido and is giving Eva a real run for her money.
EPISODE 7
On the night of the Sacred Heart festival, a prominent sculptor from San Candido is found dead
inside his burning home and his artistic works have been stolen. Francesco calls Livia, an
expert in art history, into the investigation, which allows the two of them to share some
moments of closeness. Fedez invites Vincenzo to the pre-filming party, but he can’t go with

Eva because she’s pretending to be the rapper’s girlfriend to gain attention in the gossip
magazines.
EPISODE 8
A naturalist photographer from San Candido is found close to death. It seems he may have
been attacked by a tiger that could still be wandering around the woods. Livia falls ill and
refuses to go to the hospital. Francesco is very worried about her health. Eva must film a nude
scene with Fedez, but can’t summon up the courage to tell Vincenzo.
EPISODE 9
A young base jumper crashes during a flight and there’s question to if it were really just a
simple, fatal accident. Emma and Francesco work closely once again to heal Zoe’s sick horse.
Vincenzo and Eva have a huge fight when he finds out the model has to leave for Los Angeles
and Huber does everything in his power to get them to make up.
EPISODE 10
When Eleonora’s body resurfaces in a lake, investigations begin to discover the identity of the
murderer. Francesco tries to help Zoe deal with her pain and comforts her with the help of
Emma, who is also quite disturbed by the whole situation. Vincenzo is left speechless when the
son of his ex-girlfriend, Silvia, shows up in San Candido convinced Vincenzo is his father!
EPISODE 11
A friend of Huber’s daughter falls from the ruins of a castle while a young woman, in what
seems like an accident, is hit by a hit-and-run driver and is found close to death. Emma is in a
coma and Francesco stays at her bedside. Vincenzo, now convinced his relationship with Eva
is over, lets Huber involve him in a curling tournament.
EPISODE 12
A yogurt and jam producer with serious family problems is killed by a rifle shot in the woods.
Emma, still in recovery, makes a difficult decision regarding her future and says nothing to
Francesco about it. Meanwhile, Eva has left and Vincenzo is trying to close down the bed and
breakfast, but finds himself in extreme difficulty with a very unique guest- a lama!
EPISODE 13
The police are alarmed when a hunter says he’s found a dead body, a mysterious young man
that lives in symbiosis with the wolves. Could the hunter have something to do with the
incident? Francesco and Emma find themselves living together in the stilt house as if they were
a couple. Meanwhile, Cristina is convinced that both she and Vincenzo must get back in the
game and meet new people, but their attempts at doing so have unexpected consequences.
EPISODE 14
A woman shows up at the police station to report her son missing. Emma is in for a surprise
when Carlo, an important person in her past, shows up at the stilt house. Vincenzo and Cristina

have to face the consequences of a wild and crazy night out and, to make things worse, Hans,
Cristina’s ex, shows up as well.
EPISODE 15
Martino’s uncle is found unconscious in the woods, causing suspicion to fall on the family of the
young forestry officer and his problematic relationship with his father. While Emma is in Rome
for her new job, Livia shows up in tears at Francesco’s stilt house. Cristina is excited about the
arrival of a famous blogger that could give a good review of the bed and breakfast to help it
gain some notoriety and has Vincenzo help to make things go just right.
EPISODE 16
A researcher is found close to death in her herpetological laboratory. It seems she may have
been bit by a snake that escaped from one of the cages. While Francesco and Livia begin
gradually getting closer, Emma spends time with Albert, her teacher, discovering something
about her past. Eva has come back to Vincenzo, but Cristina does everything she can to get in
their way.
EPISODE 17
The Hofer family’s maid is found dead and investigations begin within the complex dynamics of
Anna’s wealthy family. Francesco and Livia seem to be mending their relationship and Emma
tries to keep her distance, but when Emma finds herself in danger, Francesco runs to her
aid. The annual “Korb Fest”, a picnic basket auction, is open war between Eva and Cristina,
who are both trying to grasp Vincenzo’s attention.
EPISODE 18
Roccia is seriously injured while walking out of a mall and both the police and forestry corps
are in search of his attacker. Francesco and Emma try to avoid each other as much as
possible. Emma helps her teacher deal with past mistakes. In a surge of anger and pride, Eva
fires Cristina and decides to run the B&B all by herself, but Cristina does all she can to obstruct
her plans.
EPISODE 19-20
Tommaso is found on top of a cadaver, the body of Stephen, Anna Hofer’s boyfriend. All
evidence is against him, but the police and forestry corps work together to discover the truth in
an investigation that sheds new light on the murder of Eleonora, Zoe’s sister. The tension
between Francesco and Emma is heightening, especially when Emma defends her teacher
during the investigations, making Francesco jealous. Huber and his sister are organizing a
surprise birthday party for Vincenzo. Cristina has every intention of excluding Eva, but things
don’t go as planned.

